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Summary

THE Parish of Satterthwaite is taken as an example of a typical seventeenth 
century tripartite Cumbrian farming landscape of valley bottom fi elds, inbye 
enclosures, and common or waste land. A detailed map and archive study and 

extensive fi eld survey has been used to investigate the incidence of gates across roads 
and trackways to prevent animals trespassing off the common, sited at the transition 
points between the common and the inbye land. A total of fi fty-two former gate sites 
are identifi ed; of these, twenty-fi ve show evidence of gates although only six complete 
gates survive. As a similar system of gates would be necessary in every parish, travellers 
using the early Cumbrian road system would have encountered numerous gates on 
every journey.

During a survey of the Satterthwaite Parish boundary in 2007/8, a pair of old gate 
stoups was discovered on either side of a bridle path above the village of Grizedale. 
(Fig. 1) The discovery suggested the track had at one time been gated at that point 
although the purpose of the gate could not be determined within the modern 
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FIG. 1. The gate at Readfulgill (Gate 3).
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92 GATED TRACKWAYS BETWEEN COMMON LAND AND IN-BYE LAND WITHIN SATTERTHWAITE PARISH

landscape. Reference to one of the earliest detailed maps of Lancashire, surveyed 
in 1829 by George Hennet1, showed that the position of this gate fell exactly where 
the main route between Grizedale and Monk Coniston crossed his outline of the 
common land of Hawkshead Moor. Further research using a plan of the Grizedale 
Hall estate from 16972 showed this highway, issuing out from the village and described 
as ‘The Road to Conneystone’, having a gate (yeat) where it crossed onto Grizedale/
Hawkshead Moor at Readfulgill. (Fig. 2)

To determine whether the Readfulgill yeat was an isolated example or one survivor 
of many moor gates, a detailed map and archive study was made of the whole parish 
and, having identifi ed the roads and tracks, the boundaries of the commons, and 
the likely locations of gates, a fi eld survey was carried out to determine if any other 
remnants still survive. The correlation was unmistakable, showing an extensive system 
of gates used as barriers at transition points between common and in-bye land. As the 
landscape development, farming methods and road system found in Satterthwaite 
mirror that used elsewhere, a similar system of gated trackways is likely to have covered 
the whole of Cumbria. This paper explains the methodology and observations made 
during the course of the extensive survey within Satterthwaite Parish, and discusses 
the signifi cance of the fi ndings in terms of agriculture and transport for the wider area 
of Cumbria.

Background

Research into medieval farming methods in Cumbria suggests a simple layout of 
communal farmed land known as townfi elds in the valley bottom, surrounded by 
a fence, the ring garth, separating it from the common land beyond.3 At strategic 
points around the ring garth, gates either allowed animals to be brought down from 
the fells in the winter and pastured on the stubble and fallow fi elds to manure them, 
or allowed highway access between villages and farms. Between the late thirteenth- 
and fi fteenth-centuries a large increase in population forced agricultural expansion 
beyond the ring garth, with new enclosures of pasture and woodland built up the 

FIG. 2. The correlation between the stoup remains of Gate 3 (left), Hennet’s map (centre), and the 1697 
plan of Grizedale Hall (right), that prompted the survey.
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valley sides on the former common land. Some of these intakes (in-byes) were still 
held in common as stinted pastures but most went under private ownership. Where 
a highway or occupation road traversed the common, the route could not easily be 
extinguished, and gaps of at least highway-width were left between the new enclosures 
to allow for traffi c or animal movements. As the centuries progressed, more and more 
encroachments onto the common occurred, often by the collusion of landowners, and 
the remaining common land shrank into small pockets remaining on the higher fells, 
often peppered with enclosed sections.4 This layout of enclosures and highways gave 
the impression of partially walled routes, apparently gated at the transition points 
where the common land was reached to prevent livestock from either straying down 
the trackways into the village or entering the gaps between the enclosures and causing 
obstruction. As intakes spread farther up the hillsides, redundant gates appear to have 
been removed, probably for reuse at the new site. The plethora of ‘gate’ place names 
in Cumbria, such as Outgate, Yourfellyeat, Fell Gate and Moor Gate, is an indication 
of the widespread use of such gates.

Development of the landscape within Satterthwaite

Once a Quarter of the ancient parish of Hawkshead, Satterthwaite is situated 
in the undulating hills of High Furness, covering the full width of land between 
Coniston Water and Windermere. This ancient Quarter now forms the civil parish of 
Satterthwaite. The area consists of three ridges of higher land with two major valleys 
in-between, one valley containing the villages of Grizedale and Satterthwaite and 
the second the hamlets of High, Middle and Low Dale Park. In addition, the lower 
lands bordering Windermere contain the hamlets of Graythwaite and Low Cunsey. 
All exhibit, by reference to bequests, plans, maps, land sales and land disputes dating 
from the early seventeenth century, clear evidence of the tripartite land use system of 
townfi eld – encroachment – common land. A few examples are given in this section as 
an illustration of the type and detail available, but this is by no means an exhaustive 
list.

Townfi elds and encroachment onto the common

In Grizedale, a number of townfi elds are marked on the 1697 estate plan, with later 
enclosures encroaching up the valley side to the west, ranging in size from a few acres 
to the extensive 180 acre enclosure of Carron. In addition, documents from the 1620s 
and 1630s list privately owned closes of arable and wooded land at Grizedale called 
Jack Close, Wood Close and Thornthwaite,5 Ridding, Parkhead and Upper Moor,6 
Jack Gapp, Blacklands, Meadow Close, Mill Bottom, and Stoney Head Gate.7

The Broad Ing as a townfi eld in Satterthwaite was mentioned in a land sale dated 
15978 and after an ownership dispute in 17649 a plan was drawn up to show the 
divisions of each man’s dales.10 Bequests of dales in the townfi eld near Sawrey Bridge11 
appear in two seventeenth century wills, and in 1743 Wool Knott Field was described 
as ‘a stinted comon fi eld whereof ye memory of man is not to the contrary’.12 An 
enclosure called Force Close existed from at least 160513 and Striceley Close on the 
common near Force Mill was sold in 1640.14 High Ridding is mentioned in 166515 
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94 GATED TRACKWAYS BETWEEN COMMON LAND AND IN-BYE LAND WITHIN SATTERTHWAITE PARISH

and Appletree Flat near The Broad Ing in 1648, together with a close of land called 
Farragrains on Satterthwaite High Moor.16 

Middle Dale Park still had a large fi eld called townfi eld in 188017 and a court case in 
1630 involved the rights to an enclosure on the Dale Park common made in about 
1555.18 A mortgage dated 1653 included 15 named closes at Dale Park19 and others 
list closes called Uppermost Cinder Hill20 and Roehill.21 Similar named enclosures 
appear at Graythwaite and Low Cunsey from at least the early seventeenth century, 
including Cunsey Mill Field mentioned in 1621,22 Thorphinriggs in 1629,23 Wood 
Close in 1638,24 and Moss Close in 1645.25

Remaining common land

The three ridges of higher moorland between the two valleys, with their unproductive 
fell and crag peppered with ancient enclosures, remained in use as common land for 
animal grazing and peat extraction from the early seventeenth century until the early 
nineteenth century. The Inquiry into the Commons in 1592 set down the boundaries 
between the common land within Satterthwaite and that of neighbouring parishes, 
and to prevent any more encroachments, the tenants agreed to enclose only fi ve 
acres for every noble they paid in rent, with the remainder ‘to lye to the common’.26 
In January 1693 the yeomen of Satterthwaite petitioned the Quarter Sessions at 
Lancaster to divide up the remaining commons belonging to the village between 
them, ‘according to every inhabitant’s rights in estate’ because certain ‘boldering and 
encroaching inhabitants’ were overloading the pasture and destroying the grass by 
driving their animals across it.27 Rights of pasture on the commons between Dale Park 
and Graythwaite were mortgaged in 167628 and a common of pasture at Dale Park 
was mentioned in a will written in 1681.29

The widespread deterioration of the commons due to an excess of sheep grazing, 
and the change in farming methods from small-scale subsistence to larger farms and 
estates, eventually led to either private or Parliamentary enclosure of the commons 
between the late eighteenth and mid-nineteenth centuries on land described as ‘of 
little value, use or service but capable of improvement’.30 The land, consisting of a thin 
layer of peaty soil through which ‘the bare bones of the earth stick out in numerous 
places’31 was unsuitable for arable use and after enclosure remained as either rough 
pasture or was planted with a lucrative crop of commercial conifers. Further forestation 
in the twentieth century disguised any remaining former areas of common.

Compiling the cartographic evidence

As the paper study showed that most, if not all, piecemeal encroachment onto the 
commons had occurred by the early seventeenth century, it appears that the boundaries 
of the commons at the beginning of the nineteenth century were little different from 
those in the preceding two centuries. The fi rst task therefore was to plot the extent of 
the common land at the time Hennet drew his map, and by overlaying the network 
of trackways and highways crossing the area, the position of the moor gates would 
become apparent.
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Delineating the common land

Most of the fi ner land use detail on Hennet’s map (Fig. 3) is limited to the area north-
west of Grizedale, with the major turnpike roads from Grizedale to the market towns of 
Dalton and Hawkshead being marked, and the extent of Hawkshead/Grizedale Moor, 
grazed by farms in Grizedale, Monk Coniston and Hawkshead. Although somewhat 
crudely defi ned, it is possible to correlate Hennet’s outline of this common land with 
later Ordnance Survey (O.S.) maps and the 1862 Hawkshead Moor Enclosure Award32 
and confi rm the accuracy of his survey. Some ancient woodlands are also marked 
which are similar to those visible today and which also appear on maps showing the 
Woodland Trust’s Ancient Woodland Inventory.33 In addition, the plan of Grizedale 
dated 1697 (Fig. 4) shows, beyond the northern and eastern boundaries of the 
Grizedale Estate, some of the common lands of Grizedale, Satterthwaite and Colton, 
and also marks a gate on the minor route between the in-bye land of Grizedale and 
the common land of Parkamoor in Colton, as well as the yeat at Readfulgill already 
mentioned. The common covered approximately 310 acres.

As Hennet still showed Grizedale Moor as common land in 1829, yet the 1851 6-inch 
O.S. map depicts a number of straight-line fi elds indicative of modern enclosures 
called Ormandy Intacks on the east side of the Grizedale valley, this would suggest 
that the commons of Grizedale were enclosed between these two dates. The land tax 
assessments 1782-183234 show a reduction in the number of landowners from 14 to 
fi ve during this tax period, with three of those remaining in 1832, including Thomas 
Ormandy, paying 98 per cent of the land tax. Using the outline of the unspecifi ed land 
on Hennet’s map (those parts not depicted as ancient woodland or enclosures) the 
commons on the eastern side of the valley at Grizedale covered approximately 460 
acres.

For Satterthwaite High and Low Moor, Little Height, Breasty Haw, Pennington 
Heights, the extent of the common is as shown on the private enclosure agreement 
in 1849. The detailed description and map, drawn up in 1844, allocated sections of 
the 770 acre commons between 17 remaining landowners, making reference to all 
the ancient enclosures. One allotment on Breasty Haw was ‘almost surrounded by 
ancient enclosures’ and all the others, apart from one small area on Little Height, were 
bounded on at least one side by similar ancient closes of land. Five allotments abutted 
against commons in Dale Park and Colton, and one included the ‘waste ground in the 
[private] lane leading from Low Moor to the public road’, indicating that the grass 
verges of the roads were probably still common grazing.35 The agreement shows that 
Hennet’s depiction of Satterthwaite High Moor, ancient woodland and enclosures 
is accurate but that he made no attempt to delineate the other sections of moorland.

A similar situation is found for Dale Park, using a private enclosure of the commons in 
1843 that divided up over 400 acres of land into nine allotments.36 In this document, 
enclosures scattered across the common, such as Grime Pit, Birk Parrock, Hasty Mire, 
Rough Holes, Parrock [Fair How] and Rennie Close, are recorded, some forming 
part of legacies in wills dating from the early seventeenth century already noted in this 
paper. These ancient enclosures are also marked on Hennet’s map. In addition, a plan 
of High Dale Park drawn up for the owner Benson Harrison in 1841,37 clearly shows 
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FIG. 3. Section from George Hennet’s Map of Lancashire, 1829, depicting ‘towns, villages and 
hamlets, gentleman’s seats and parks, woods and plantations, heaths and commons, and turnpike 

roads and cross roads’. 
© Lancashire County Council.

FIG. 4. Section from the 1697 plan of Grizedale Hall, showing gates (yeats) between the in-bye land 
and the private enclosure of Carron, and the in-bye land and commons of Parkamoor (top left) and 

Grizedale Moor (top right).
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the boundary between land held by him in private ownership and that still held in 
common at the northern extreme of the valley.

The remaining area of common, belonging to Graythwaite and Cunsey, was in the 
hands of two landowners by the start of the eighteenth century who appear to have 
divided up the common by private agreement. The boundary of this common, between 
Dale Park and Graythwaite, was in dispute in 1582, and from the document settling 
the altercation, the northern and southern points, where it reached the highway at 
Hazel Seat and Stockbrandreth, can be identifi ed, although most of the other markers 
were ‘skeared hollyn’ trees no longer in existence.38 Although Hennet shows ancient 
woodland and enclosures, again the remainder of the land has no indication of use 
and for this area, the 6-inch O.S. maps of 1851 and 1893 have been used extensively, 
together with the Woodland Trust’s Ancient Woodland Inventory that gives a good 
indication of ancient enclosures.

Delineating highways and occupation roads

In general, only turnpike roads and minor connecting routes, described as ‘crossroads’, 
are marked on Hennet’s map. These are typically orientated north-south, linking 
the larger and wealthier properties of Grizedale Hall, Graythwaite Hall and Hazel 
Hall, the market towns of Dalton and Hawkshead, and the route through Dale Park. 
Very few east-west highways are shown to their full extent although these were also 
important thoroughfares, as shown by the number of Quarter Sessions petitions for 
repairs to bridges named as Deanford (Dale Park), Grizedale, and High and Low 
Farragrains from the early seventeenth until the end of the nineteenth century.39 In 
addition, beyond the main settlements, where public roads were often non-existent, 
isolated farms had at least one private track for peat getting and bringing livestock 
down from the common onto the in-bye land, with the boundary walls of ancient 
rounded enclosures either side creating a funnel-shaped route.

In 1650, Samuel Sandys of Esthwaite successfully negotiated with the inhabitants of 
Dale Park for a diversion of the highway going from Dale Park, across the common, 
to Eel House in Graythwaite. Instead of the route going directly eastwards, it 
was diverted to the north, going past Dexteran How, Low How, White Tarn, and 
Low Park before turning eastwards into ‘an intack called Esthwaite Intack between 
the new style and the Longe Park.’40 Peat getters’ rights up to the mosses were not 
affected. This route remained diverted from its direct pathway until the late nineteenth 
century.

The private enclosure of the commons for Dale Park in 1843 states that ‘all ways over 
the common shall continue to be used’ and makes no allowance for the creation of 
new ones. The tracks are shown on the plans as the road from Hawkshead to Ulverston 
which passed through part of the common at Low Dale Park, ways from Low Dale 
Park to Graythwaite, footpaths from Low Dale Park to Hazel Seat via Ausin Fell Gate, 
and occupation roads from Low, Middle and High Dale Park Farms to peat mosses 
and ancient enclosures on the east side of the valley.
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The enclosure of Satterthwaite commons shows that eight out the 24 allotments had 
no roads across them, but the remainder had public carriageway roads going out of 
the parish to Parkamoor, Nibthwaite, Hazel Hall, High Birk and Dale Park, a private 
carriageway road to Hazel Hall, and/or peat getters’ rights of way to Breasty Haw and 
Brock Cragg Intack. In addition, a private occupation road from Satterthwaite Low 
Moor joined the public highway at Force Forge and Low Bowkersteads. There was no 
reason to create new routes across the common to access the new private allotments 
as all were easily accessible from the existing routes.

The 1697 Grizedale Estate plan shows a number of routes radiating from the 
centre of Grizedale Village, described as either ‘ways’ such as those to Parkamoor 
and Windermere, ‘roads’ going to Hawkshead, Satterthwaite and Coniston, and 
the ‘high road’ to the market town of Dalton. This hierarchy of routes is probably 
equivalent to modern road classifi cations of national routes, local roads and private 
occupation roads, with the responsibility for repairs falling upon different sections of 
the population. These are the same routes marked on the Satterthwaite enclosure of 
1849 but the destinations given are those of market towns or large villages, not the 
most obvious landmark near or just beyond the parish boundary.

On Hennet’s map the main route from Grizedale to Hawkshead took a slightly 
different route from that in use today, veering to the east along the margins of a close 
of land called Stony Gate before crossing onto the common. This close of land was in 
existence before 171241 and may take its name from a ‘stayngate’ or Roman road, the 
exact route of which is unknown beyond Rusland according to Cowper.42 By 1851 a 
diversion was shown through ‘Moor Gate’ on the O.S. map, probably instigated by the 
new, resident owner of Grizedale Hall who needed a suitable road for his carriage. The 
older way had disappeared by the time of the next O.S. map produced in the 1890s, 
although its route is still visible today as a wide, dish-shaped indentation.

The 6-inch (1:10,560) O.S. map of 1851 shows additional ancient trackways entering 
the common land, many of which remain as modern bridleways. The majority of these 
can be found again, with gates marked, on the 25-inch (1:2,500) O.S. map of 1893, 
and the considerably later 2½-inch (1:25,000) map, from the edition provisionally 
begun in 1938.

Survey of the parish

By combining the cartographic and archival source information, the resulting plan 
shows a total of 58 moor gates. (Fig. 5) For completeness, the plan has been extended 
slightly beyond the confi nes of Satterthwaite Parish to also show gates on highway 
routes going off the moorland into the adjacent parishes of Colton and Coniston. A 
systematic search of the plan area was undertaken at each identifi ed spot where a gate 
should exist.

The gates

Although the wooden gates used as barriers have long since decomposed, the slate 
stoups are not subject to the same deterioration over time. The orientation of the stoups 
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to each other can take one of three forms: either in-line, parallel or perpendicular, 
depending on whether it was a harr-hanging gate (fastening across the stoups), a gate 
of more modern orientation (between the stoups), or a combination of both types. 
(Fig. 6) The usual width of a gate, even on a major highway, was 6ft (1.8m) as all 
transport was by packhorse, on sled, or on foot. It is not possible to determine the age 
of the gates; the majority have stoups of rough-hewn slate, some displaying additional 
holes where the hanging and/or fastening method of the wooden gate changed over 
time. The remainder are totally or partially of more modern construction and are 
generally made of shaped slate or wood. (Fig. 7)

Sites where no evidence of a gate was found

In 33 cases where a gate was identifi ed, any evidence has been completely obliterated 
by forestry or farming procedures, usually on a route nowadays used for recreation 
or where a road has been widened or created to allow suffi cient width for commercial 
logging vehicles.

Sites with one stoup remaining

The usual fi nd, in 15 cases, was that only one stoup was standing or lying alongside 
the trackway, with the other completely missing. These gates are the casualty of larger 
farm tractors, forestry machinery, or recreational vehicles that will not fi t through a 
standard 1.8m gateway.

At the site where Gate 8 is situated, a large Forestry Commission logging road has been 
constructed parallel to the original trackway, but despite this, damage has occurred 
to the original route. It has been widened for recreational use and only one uprooted 
rough-hewn stoup remains, lying across the trackway. A new logging road and conifer 
plantation have destroyed the drystone wall to the north-west; approximately 100m of 
wall to the south-east is missing.

Gate 11 between The Common and the in-bye land of Dale Park Head is in a similar 
condition, consisting of one uprooted rough-hewn stoup, with gate hook, lying in the 
vegetation about 1m from the southern edge of the track. Sections of the enclosure 
walls either side have been removed during trackway widening. One other gateway, 
Gate 22, on a route passing from Satterthwaite Low Common into a large ancient 
enclosure, has suffered a similar fate. One massive rough-hewn stoup is uprooted and 
lying against the enclosure wall to the south; there is no remaining evidence of stoup 
or wall to the north within a commercial plantation of fi r trees.

Only one stoup remains of Gate 9, but it is upright and is probably of a more modern 
construction as its top is shaped and the stone has been worked. The large slabs lying 
on the ground to the south-west are not the remains of a wall but a recent, spurious 
deposit; there are a few remains of a drystone wall to the north-east.

Gate 10 is beyond the Satterthwaite boundary but has been included in this survey 
as it is on a trackway leaving Hawkshead Moor. This is a well-used recreational route 
that has been widened for modern vehicles. One rough-hewn stoup for a harr-hanging 
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FIG. 5. Map showing locations of gates across ancient trackways where they cross former boundaries 
between common and in-bye land.

FIG. 6. Orientation of gate stoups.
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gate, with gate hooks, guards the southern edge of the track, abutting a drystone wall. 
The other stoup is missing, as are a few metres of wall.

The trackway from Graythwaite to Middle Dale Park has a gate where the route 
passed onto Dale Park Common (Gate 13). A modern 2.4m wooden gate now fi lls 
the gap between the enclosure walls; in consequence only one old rough-hewn stoup 
remains upon which the gate hangs, the trackway has been widened, and the walls on 
either side have been rebuilt.

At Low Dale Park, Gate 16 has been replaced and now consists of a pair of wooden 
gateposts carrying a 2.4m wooden gate. The drystone wall to the north is complete, 
that to the south is completely missing as a result of the construction of a large wooden 
building. Abutting the northern wall are the remains of a rough-hewn stoup, broken 
off at a height of approximately 0.6m, in harr-hanging orientation, with one visible 
gate hook. A private occupation road, also at Low Dale Park, allowed access from the 
farms across the common land for peat getting; here (Gate 15) has only one stoup 
remaining on the eastern edge as the track has been widened.

A small isolated section of the common land on either side of Dale Park Beck made 
it necessary to erect Gate 17 to separate it from a wooded enclosure to the west. 
Again, the trackway has been widened and one large rough-hewn stoup stands on the 
northern edge of the route abutting a drystone wall. (Fig. 8) Its partner and a section 
of the wall to the south are missing, although the part-remains of a large slate slab 
lie across the route approximately 3m away to the east, which, due to erosion, is now 
more like a beck than a road. Its neighbour on the same route, Gate 18, separated the 
common land of Pennington Heights from the same woodland enclosure. It is also 

FIG. 7. Examples of gate stoups: worked slate with shaped tops (A, B); and rough-hewn slate (C, D)
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FIG. 8. Gate 17 on Dale Park Common.

situated on the township boundary between Satterthwaite and Dale Park. A single, 
harr-hanging, rough-hewn stoup with fastening holes exists at the north-east edge of 
the track abutting a drystone wall. There are no remains of either a stoup or wall to 
the south-west.

Gate 19, on a highway called Moor Lane, protected the in-bye land of Satterthwaite 
from animals grazing on Satterthwaite High Moor. The barrier was between two 
ancient enclosures and consisted of a length of drystone wall into which a gate was 
inserted. As the route has been widened in modern times, only one rough-hewn stoup 
with gate hooks remains, standing on the southern edge of the track; the stoup and a 
section of wall to the north have been removed. A pair of modern wooden gateposts 
carrying a 2.4m gate now spans the gap.

Satterthwaite Low Common touched the main Rusland-Satterthwaite highway at 
Force Forge, where Gate 24 allowed access. A modern 2.4m gate set between a pair of 
wooden gateposts has been installed, set back a few metres from the highway; of the 
original gate, one rough-hewn stoup abutting a drystone wall remains to the south-west 
of the track, but as the track has undergone widening, nothing remains of its partner.

Gate 25 on a route over Bethecar Moor has been completely rebuilt over the last few 
years, as have the walls on either side. A system of high barriers and gates has been 
installed to protect young plantations from damage by deer. The stump of one broken 
stoup remains near the modern deer gate.
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Gate 4 is a slightly different type of moor gate, in that it was a barrier between the in-
bye land of Grizedale and the privately owned large common enclosure called Carron, 
‘by estimation acres 180 a sheep pasture well replenished with heath, brackens and 
peatmoss’ as marked on the 1697 plan of Grizedale Hall. Only one large rough-hewn 
stoup remains to indicate the position of the gate.

Gate 5 is also an anomaly as it is in the middle of Hawkshead Moor but on the 
boundary between Satterthwaite and Hawkshead. As the boundary was undefi ned 
until the enclosures of the mid-nineteenth century, this gate is relatively modern. One 
rough-hewn slate stoup touching a drystone wall remains to the north-west; both 
stoup and wall to the south are missing.

Sites with two stoups remaining

Of the ten gates found where two stoups are in evidence, Gate 6 (Moor Gate) dates 
from the middle of the nineteenth century and is located on the main Satterthwaite-
Hawkshead highway where it crosses onto the former Hawkshead/Grizedale Moor. 
Between 1829 and 1851 the original route via Stony Gate was abandoned and the 
road moved to the north-west, probably by the owners of Grizedale Hall, and the 
gate consists of a carefully worked pair of stone gateposts matching those installed 
on the rest of the Grizedale estate. The fact that it was necessary to install a gate 
at this relatively late period shows that the common land on Hawkshead Moor was 
still extant and used for grazing. Gate 1 on Monk Coniston Moor, again beyond 
the Satterthwaite boundary but included for completeness, has been modifi ed and 
although both stoups are present, they are not rough-hewn but of a more modern, 
shaped design. The track has been widened and the gap between gateposts is 2.4m.

Gate 7, allowing access onto the common from the Satterthwaite-Hawkshead highway, 
has also been modifi ed, with one rough-hewn stoup using the harr-hanging method, 
probably original, a 2.4m gap, then a more modern stoup with a shaped top. The walls 
on either side are complete and maintained. Another gate beyond the Satterthwaite 
boundary near Lawson Park (Gate 2) has also been modifi ed. Although two rough-
hewn stoups stand either side of the track, the gap between them is 2.4m and a section 
of the drystone wall to the north-east has been taken down and badly reconstructed. 
The wall and stoup to the south-west appear to be original and in the correct position.

Of the remaining six gates that have both stoups still in existence, four owe their 
survival to being situated on long-abandoned trackways. The yeat at Readfulgill (Gate 
3), marked on the 1697 plan of Grizedale Hall, is badly damaged and although one 
stoup is rough-hewn and probably original, the other, lying uprooted by the side of 
the trackway, has a shaped top indicating a later construction. The walls either side 
are also badly damaged. The trackway is well used for recreation and the remaining 
upright stoup in danger of removal. The older stoup shows the gate to have used the 
harr-hanging method. (Fig. 1)

One complete, relatively inaccessible specimen of a moor gate (Gate 20) is situated 
to the west of Satterthwaite in a marshy area by a ford over which the former public 
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highway passed immediately to the north of the gate. In the twentieth century this 
route fell into disuse and a modern logging road diverted onto higher, less waterlogged 
ground. The gate guarded the entrance to a narrow gap carrying the Grizedale-Dalton 
highway between two ancient enclosures on top of the common. The orientation of 
the north-west stoup shows the gate to have used the harr-hanging method. (Fig. 9) 
The corresponding gate at the other end of the enclosure (Gate 21) also has both 
stoups standing.

Another complete example (Gate 23) is in a similarly inaccessible area where forestry 
operations and farm machinery cannot easily reach. This drove road passed from 
Satterthwaite Low Common between two ancient woodland enclosures called Black 
Brow Wood and Sand Parrock, the walls creating a funnel down which the animals 
could be herded to the farm called Low Bowkersteads. (Fig. 10)

Of the two intact gates to the east of Dale Park, Gate 12 is at a point on the parish 
boundary where the main track from High Dale Park to Eel House, diverted in 1690, 
passes through the northern edge of the common land. The wall and gate here have 
been elaborately constructed and divide the common from the ancient woodland of 
Devil’s Gallop. (Fig. 11)

The remaining gate (Gate 14) on an abandoned route between Low Dale Park and 
an enclosure on Burnt Wood Common has been badly fi lled in with stone and is now 
in a ruinous state. The stoup to the east where the infi ll has fallen is now obvious and 

FIG. 9. Gate 20 on High Satterthwaite Moor.
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FIG. 10. Gate 23 on Low Satterthwaite Moor.

FIG. 11. Gate 12 on Dale Park Common.
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at full height, the other is broken off at approximately 0.6m and is embedded in the 
drystone wall.

Conclusions

Within Satterthwaite, most, if not all, piecemeal encroachments beyond the ring 
garth onto the common land had occurred before the middle of the seventeenth 
century. The remaining common land survived as rough pasture until the nineteenth 
century, when it was allotted and privatised. The network of public highways and 
occupation roads changed little over the centuries, a system of gates on these routes 
between the common land and in-bye land preventing livestock from straying into the 
villages.

Cumbria as a whole was subjected to the same type of landscape and road development, 
giving a layout of communal fi elds in the valley bottoms and grazing for livestock on 
the higher fells, connected by a road system passing between communities in different 
valleys, often via the high fells. This must have necessitated the use of a similar system 
of moor gates in each parish. As a result, travellers, encumbered with packs or leading 
trains of ponies, would have encountered, and had to negotiate, numerous moor gates 
on every journey. The older gates, using the harr-hanging method, were balanced to 
close automatically after the passage of traveller and animal. The maintenance of these 
vital moor gates probably fell to the farming residents of each parish, since there is 
no indication in surveyor’s accounts or highway rate levies that money was allocated 
for their repair and a faulty gate could prove a costly error for the community if crops 
were damaged.

As a result of commercial forestry in many parts of Cumbria since the mid-nineteenth 
century, livestock is no longer pastured on the land, the enclosure walls have not 
been maintained, and the necessity of keeping the moor gates in good repair has 
ceased. There is little evidence in much of the present landscape to indicate the former 
boundaries of the commons. In other areas where animals still graze the open fells, 
some of the moor gates may still be extant but modern farm machinery is too large 
to pass through the original gateways and they have been widened, destroying both 
stoups and walls.

Within Satterthwaite the sites of 52 moor gates were identifi ed from the various 
reference sources, but for 27 of these, road widening, track modifi cations or building 
works have resulted in large swathes of sterile land where all former walls and gateways 
have been destroyed. The remaining 25 sites have some remnants of moor gates, 
although all are in a poor condition and most in danger of further damage or removal. 
It is hoped that by highlighting the existence and former importance of moor gates, 
their preservation will be encouraged.

S. Tiplady, The Cragg, Satterthwaite, LA12 8LW
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APPENDIX
Table of Moor Gates

 Gate No Grid Ref. Stoups Type & Condition Route Type Comments

 1  SD 3200 Two Worked slate with Public road from On Monk Coniston Moor. 
 9650  angular tops. Both Grizedale to Route widened for recreation
   upright. Parallel. Monk Coniston. and agriculture. Wire fence 
     to east, wooden post and rail
     fence to west. Wooden gate. 

 2 SD 3173 Two One worked slate  Public road from On Monk Coniston Moor.
 9535   with rounded top,  Satterthwaite to Route widened for recreation
   other rough-hewn  Monk Coniston. and agriculture. Wall to
   broken at half-height.   north-east badly rebuilt, to
   Both upright.   south-west at half-height.
   Parallel.  Metal gate.

 3 SD 3278 Two One rough-hewn  Public road from On Grizedale Moor. Yeat at
 9475   slate, half-height,  Grizedale to Readfulgill. Track widened
   upright. Harr-hung. Coniston. for recreation and forestry.
   One worked slate   In danger of further damage.
   with rounded top,   Walls either side badly
   uprooted.  damaged.

 4 SD 3319 One Slate. Rough-hewn  Public road from Between in-bye land of
 9411  & upright. Grizedale to Coniston  Grizedale and ‘private’ rough
    & Dalton. pasture of Carron. Wall to 
     north half-height, curved 
     enclosure wall to south at full
     height but linking wall 
     missing.

 5 SD 3358 One Slate. Rough-hewn  Public footpath from On parish boundary between
 9645  & upright. Broken.  Hawkshead to Hawkshead Moor and
   Harr-hung. Grizedale Moor. Grizedale Moor. Early 
     nineteenth century enclosure 
     wall and gate. Gateway 
     widened, walls badly 
     damaged.

 6 SD 3399 Two Shaped, square  Main public highway Moor Gate. On parish
 9623   stone, Grizedale  from Hawkshead to boundary between Hawkshead
   estate. Upright. Grizedale &  Moor and Grizedale Moor. 
    Satterthwaite. Early nineteenth century 
     gateway through an old 
     enclosure wall on diverted 
     part of road, widened in 
     twentieth century.

 7 SD 3449 Two Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from Hawkshead Moor. Original
 9667   Upright. Harr-hung. Hawkshead to Dale  width and stoups. Wooden
    Park. gate. Now used as recreational
     footpath. 

 8 SD 3426  One Slate. Rough-hewn Public road from Grizedale Common. On a
 9485  & uprooted. Lying  Grizedale to widened recreational route.
   across track. Esthwaite. Logging road runs parallel. 
     Walls missing either side.

Continued
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 Gate No Grid Ref. Stoups Type & Condition Route Type Comments

 9 SD 3443 One Worked slate with  Public road from Grizedale Common. Standing
 9523   angular top. Upright. Grizedale to isolated at a junction of 
    Esthwaite. logging roads. Footings only 
     of wall to north-east, half-
     height wall to south-west.

 10 SD 3512 One Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from  Hawkshead Moor. On a
 9536   Upright. Harr-hung  Grizedale to widened recreational route 
    Esthwaite. used by off-road vehicles. Wall 
     to south at half height, missing 
     on north.

 11 SD 3516 One Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from The Common. On a widened
 9410   Uprooted, lying a  Grizedale to The recreational route. Walls either
   few metres from  Cross in Dale Park. side badly damaged.
   gateway.  

 12 SD 3622 Two Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from Dale Park Common. Between
 9430   Upright. Harr-hung. High Dale Park to  ancient enclosure walls of
    Eel House. Long Slack and Devil’s Gallop.
     Road diversion 1690.

 13 SD 3630   One Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from Dale Park Common. Widened
 9318   Upright. Middle Dale Park to  recreational route. Modern
    Eel House. wooden post to south hinged 
     with wooden gate. Walls at full 
     height either side. 

 14 SD 3547 Two Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from Parish boundary between Dale
 9136   Upright. Stoup to  Low Dale Park to Park Common and Thwaite
   east harr-hung,  Graythwaite.  Head Fell. Gateway through
   broken top. Stoup  Abandoned when 1843 enclosure wall. Route
   to west half-height,  route diverted. now extinguished and gateway
   buried in wall.  infi lled.

 15 SD 3513   One Rough-hewn slate.  Occupation road from Dale Park Common. Route
 9181   Upright. Low Dale Park to peat  widened for agriculture. Walls
    mosses and ancient  on either side full height.
    enclosures. 

 16 SD 3506 One Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from Dale Park Common. Route
 9167   Upright. Broken off  Low Dale Park to widened, used for recreation
   at half-height.  Graythwaite. and agriculture. Two modern
   Harr-hung.   wooden gateposts and gate. 
     Wall to north full height, that 
     to south missing and replaced 
     with wooden shed.

 17 SD 3493 One/ Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from Dale Park Common. On a
 9175  two Stoup to north  Satterthwaite to widened recreational route. 
   upright, that to  Low Dale Park. Trackway in poor condition
   south missing with   with running water. Wall to
   possible remains   north at full height, that to
   across track lower   south missing.
   down.   

 Continued
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 Gate No Grid Ref. Stoups Type & Condition Route Type Comments

 18 SD 3455 One Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from Pennington Heights. On a
 9183   Upright. Harr-hung. Satterthwaite to Low  widened recreational route. 
    Dale Park. Wall at full height to north, 
     missing to south. Badly 
     eroded trackway.

 19 SD 3292 One Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from High Satterthwaite Moor. On
 9232   Upright. Satterthwaite to a widened recreational and
    Nibthwaite. agricultural route called Moor 
     Lane. Gateway fi lled by 
     modern wooden gateposts and 
     gate. Wall to south full height, 
     linking wall to north half- 
     height.

 20 SD 3234 Two Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from High Satterthwaite Moor. On
 9170   Upright. Harr-hung. Grizedale to Dalton. an abandoned route passing 
     between two ancient 
     enclosures. Marshy ground 
     with a ford to north-east. 
     Within a commercial conifer 
     plantation. Wall to south-east 
     full height, that to north-east 
     badly damaged by wind-blown 
     trees.

 21 SD 3218 Two Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from High Satterthwaite Moor. On
 9160   Upright. Stoup to  Grizedale to Dalton. same route as gate 20. Linking
   south-east broken   wall to north-east at full
   off at half-height.   height, that to south-east
   Parallel.  missing behind stoup.

 22 SD 3278 One Rough-hewn slate.  Private occupation Low Satterthwaite Moor. 
 9154   Uprooted. Lying  road from Widened route used for
   propped against wall. Satterthwaite to  recreation. Wall to south-east
    Hazel How. at full height, wall to north-
     west missing.

 23 SD 3345 Two Rough-hewn slate  Private occupation Low Satterthwaite Moor. On
 9116   Upright. Stoup to  road from Force Forge an abandoned and inaccessible
   north-west broken  to Low Bowkerstead. track. Enclosure walls at full
   off at half-height.   height but linking wall to
   Harr-hung.  north-west missing. 

 24 SD 3347 One Rough-hewn slate.  Private occupation Low Satterthwaite Moor. 
 9057   Upright. road from Force  Gateway  moved a few metres
    Forge to Low  to north-west and replaced by
    Bowkerstead. modern wooden gateposts and 
     gate.

 25 SD 3216 One Rough-hewn slate.  Public road from Bethecar Moor. Gateway
 9047   Small stump.  Grizedale to Dalton. replaced by high modern
   Upright.  wooden gateposts & gates. 
     New walls.
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